KNOW THE INDICATORS

SOME INDICATORS OF SEX OR LABOR TRAFFICKING:

 Fired En Role

IN PREVENTING
HUMAN
TRAFFICKING

HOW TO SPOT A VICTIM

» Seems disoriented, lacking sleep, and shows signs of abuse.
» Has little or no luggage.
» Wears the same clothes repeatedly.
» Cannot speak freely and is never left alone.
» Dressed inappropriately for weather or age.
» Avoids eye contact and is fearful of authority.
» Often seen with other young women and men exhibiting signs of abuse.
» Unable to provide identity documents.
» Malnourished, injuries at different stages of healing, and/or lack of medical care.

 HOW TO SPOT A TRAFFICKER

» Pays for the room in cash one day at a time.
» Controls money or identification of victim.
» Controls victim’s ability to move and speak freely.
» Insists on little or no housekeeping.
» Frequently requests towels and sheets.
» Escorts various men (or women) into hotel room; waits and watches door.
» Seen with many young persons or children exhibiting signs of trafficking.
» Requests isolated, private rooms, close to exits.
» Alcohol is ordered for guests who appear to be underage.
» Continually makes and receives cell phone calls.
» Unusual number of cell phones/smartphones, cameras, laptops, used gift cards and credit card readers.
» Avoids hotel cameras and hides under hats & sunglasses.

LET’S STOP MODERN SLAVERY.
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YOUR ROLE IN PREVENTING HUMAN TRAFFICKING:
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YOUR ROLE IN PREVENTING HUMAN TRAFFICKING: KNOW THE INDICATORS

SOME INDICATORS OF SEX OR LABOR TRAFFICKING

HOW TO SPOT A VICTIM

■ Seems disoriented, lacking sleep, and shows signs of abuse.
■ Has little or no luggage.
■ Wears the same clothes repeatedly.
■ Cannot speak freely and is never left alone.
■ Dressed inappropriately for weather or age.
■ Avoids eye contact and is fearful of authority.
■ Often seen with other young women and men exhibiting signs of abuse.
■ Unable to provide identity documents.
■ Malnourished, injuries at different stages of healing, and/or lack of medical care.

HOW TO SPOT A TRAFFICKER
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NO ONE CAN DO EVERYTHING, BUT EVERYONE CAN DO SOMETHING
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